
A POSSIBLE LOCAL COUNTERPART TO THEEXCESS POPULATION OF FAINT BLUE GALAXIESSTACY S. MCGAUGHInstitute of Astronomy, University of CambridgeMadingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UKOBSERVATIONS of galaxies to very faint magnitudes have revealed a popu-lation of blue galaxies at intermediate redshift1�5. These galaxies represent asigni�cant excess over the expectation of standard cosmological models for rea-sonable amounts of evolution of the locally observed galaxy population. How-ever, the surveys which de�ne the local galaxy population are strongly biasedagainst objects of low surface brightness6�9. Low surface brightness galaxieshave properties very similar to those of the excess blue population10;11, and re-cent work suggests that they are comparable in abundance to the more readilydetected normal galaxies9;12. I show that the very deep surveys which revealthe excess population can easily detect low surface brightness galaxies to largeredshifts, but that local surveys will miss them because they are not compa-rably sensitive. This suggests that the excess faint galaxies are low surfacebrightness galaxies. No alteration of standard cosmology is required, but it isnecessary to reconsider the way in which the galaxy distribution function isspeci�ed.Great interest has been generated by the discrepancy between the number counts ofgalaxies in the B and I bands1�5 with standard cosmological models (0 < q0 � 0:5, littleor no galaxy evolution for z < 0:5). Such models are consistent with the counts in theK band13;14 and the observed redshift distribution14�16. The problem is a substantialexcess over model expectations in the number of galaxies with very blue spectral energydistributions.Proposed solutions involve altering either cosmology or the galaxy population. Theformer changes the geometry of the universe4;17 in order to reconcile the high counts withthe low redshifts, while the latter supposes strong evolution in the numbers of galaxies4;14,1



selective evolution in their luminosity15;18, or an entirely new population19. The most com-mon alteration of cosmology invokes a �nite cosmological constant17, but this may alreadybe in conict with limits imposed by the statistics of gravitational lenses20. Evolution inthe numbers of galaxies provides a good description of the observations4;14;21, but the highinferred rate of mergers at z � 0:1 is di�cult to reconcile with the low current merger rateand limits on the mass accreted by spiral disks22. It also violates the observation thatthe faint blue galaxies are in relatively isolated environments19;23 rather than the denseregions where merging can occur. Luminosity evolution must be selective15 in order tomatch the apparent evolution in number density. In this hypothesis, most galaxy typesevolve mildly, but the dwarf galaxies which are common and faint at the present epochevolve strongly15;18 so that there is a high density of bright objects at the appropriateredshift. The required amount of evolution is extreme, and is not observed to actuallyoccur24. None of these explanations appear satisfactory, suggesting that the excess popu-lation of blue galaxies observed at moderate redshift may have a local counterpart whichhas remained unidenti�ed.There does exist locally a population of galaxies with physical properties similar tothose of the faint blue galaxy population: low surface brightness disk galaxies. Theseare galaxies with central surface brightnesses well below what is considered25 `normal' forspirals (�B0 >� 23 mag arcsec�2 rather than �B0 � 21:6 mag arcsec�2). They have colorsand luminosities11;26 comparable to those of the excess population (Fig. 1), so invokingextreme forms of evolution is not necessary. Indeed, the star formation history inferred forlow surface brightness galaxies11 suggests that they should not change much in color andluminosity for z < 0:4. They remain blue because they form stars at a low, approximatelyconstant rate, and have not had time to build up a substantial red giant branch since theirrelatively recent epoch of formation (very roughly, z � 1).In addition, low surface brightness disks are observed to be weakly clustered12;27, witha correlation amplitude lower than normal galaxies by about the same factor as the faintgalaxy population12;23. Other observed properties of the excess faint population, such asstar formation14;16 and morphology15, though di�cult to quantify, appear to be consistentwith those of low surface brightness galaxies10. This correspondence of physical propertiesmakes it natural to identify the two populations with one another.For this identi�cation to be correct, the deep surveys which reveal the excess popula-tion must be more sensitive to low surface brightness galaxies than local surveys. At �rstthis may seem counterintuitive, as cosmological (1+z)4 dimming (due to the noneuclidean2



geometry of the universe) will decrease initially low surface brightness even further. Thisapplies equally to all galaxies, however.Surveys are usually said to be complete to some limiting ux, but strictly speaking thisis only correct in the case of point sources. Since galaxies are resolved, it is also necessaryto specify the isophotal threshold above which the ux is measured. The portion of agalaxy which is detected depends on the luminosity pro�le of that galaxy. The types ofgalaxies of interest here can be described as exponential disks with pro�les of the form�(r) = �0 + 1:086rl :The two parameters �0 and l (central surface brightness and exponential scale length)characterize the surface brightness distribution of the disk of a galaxy and allow us todetermine the ratio of observed ux (Fobs) to total ux (Ftot) which is actually measuredby a survey. This ratio is Fobs=Ftot = 1� (1 + n)e�nwhere n is the number of scale lengths l observed above the isophotal limit. This convenientanalytical approximation, which will slightly underestimate the observed fraction of lightfrom spirals with bulges, is nevertheless an important improvement over treating galaxiesas point sources.The isophotal aperture, in scale lengths n, of a survey conducted to a limiting surfacebrightness �l is given by n = �l � �0 � 10log(1 + z)� k(z)1:086 :The terms involving z account for (1+z)4 surface brightness dimming and the redshifting ofthe spectral energy distribution (the k-correction28). The k-corrections depend on galaxytype as well as redshift, but are negligibly small for the blue galaxies of interest here.The great sensitivity of the deep surveys more than overcomes (1 + z)4 dimming andlow surface brightness galaxies can be seen to high redshifts because essentially all theux is detected (Fig. 2). For the typical observed redshift (z � 0:4), Fobs=Ftot > 0:8for �B0 < 24 mag arcsec�2, and even modest sized galaxies exceed the ux limit. Thus,detecting low surface brightness galaxies at intermediate redshift is not a problem.It is rather more of a problem locally. Normal spirals25 can be detected to distances �3 times as great as low surface brightness disks of the same size, and hence sample a volume� 27 times larger. This causes the numbers of low surface brightness galaxies to be seriously3



underestimated. Even when selected, isophotal measures systematically underestimate theux of low surface brightness systems. This e�ect is severe; for �B0 = 23 mag arcsec�2,Fobs=Ftot � 0:45, which drops to Fobs=Ftot � 0:12 for �B0 = 24 mag arcsec�2. This causessystematic errors in the derived luminosity function and number counts in the observedsense30;31 | the luminosity function will be too at, and the number counts too steep.The steep slope of the number counts at relatively bright magnitudes31 is incompatiblewith any reasonable amount of galaxy evolution for the short time since z � 0:1, but isexpected from the use of isophotal magnitudes when the distribution of galaxy surfacebrightnesses is not a delta function.The extended nature of galaxies means that it is necessary to consider the bivari-ate distribution of luminosity and surface brightness rather than the luminosity functionalone. The bivariate distribution is not well quanti�ed in the �eld32, but in clusters thesurface brightness distribution is observed to be at33;34 rather than sharply peaked25. Toillustrate the e�ects on the luminosity function derived by various surveys, the expressionfor Fobs=Ftot can be combined with assumed forms of the bivariate distribution (Fig. 3).The luminosity function is usually taken to be of the form35�(L) = ��� LL���e�L=L�where �� describes the density of galaxies, L� is a characteristic luminosity brighter thanwhich galaxies are rare (L�B � 1010h�2L�), and � is the asymptotic slope of the faintend. These parameters can be seriously mistaken by standard procedures which implicitlyassume that Fobs=Ftot is a constant. In particular, local surveys are prone to underes-timating the numbers of objects with L < 12L� where the discrepancy with faint countsoccurs.Speci�cally, it is possible to �nd bivariate distributions which reproduce the locallydetermined luminosity function and predict an apparent excess in the numbers of objectsseen in deep surveys. Indeed, the problem is degenerate, as there are many forms of thebivariate distribution which can reproduce the observations. If, as seems likely, the truebivariate distribution is intermediate between the extreme cases illustrated in Fig. 3, sothat there is an average trend of luminosity with surface brightness with broad scatter,then both the density of galaxies �� and the slope j�j (which describes the frequency offaint galaxies) will be underestimated locally. This may be su�cient to explain the entirediscrepancy in the faint galaxy number counts.Identi�cation of the faint galaxy excess with low surface brightness galaxies is actuallya conservative hypothesis, as no drastic alterations to cosmology or radical forms of galaxy4



evolution are required. Large numbers of low surface brightness galaxies are already indi-cated locally by their high surface number density9 and the simple model which matchestheir spatial distribution12. Since isophotal measures are inadequate when a distribution ofsurface brightnesses is present, it is necessary to operate from the premise of measuring thebivariate distribution of galaxies rather than leaping directly to the luminosity function.While galaxy evolution inevitably occurs, it will be impossible to measure from num-ber counts, much less derive cosmological parameters, until the bivariate distribution isquanti�ed. Indeed, correcting for redshift e�ects requires detailed knowledge of the spectralenergy distribution (SED), so interpreting data on galaxies at signi�cant redshift requiresknowledge of the trivariate distribution function 	(L;�0; SED). If low surface brightnessgalaxies maintain their blue colors into the ultraviolet, they may actually be the mostprominent objects at z � 0:4.Galaxy distributions of the sort suggested here can alleviate many outstanding prob-lems in extragalactic astronomy which, like the faint blue galaxies, require more objectsthan provided by the apparent local luminosity function. Examples include the large num-ber of Ly� absorption systems along the line of sight to QSOs, the baryonic mass missingrelative to the otherwise successful predictions of primordial nucleosynthesis theory, andthe high measured value of the extragalactic background radiation. Theories of cosmicstructure formation should predict the bivariate distribution, perhaps removing the needfor ad hoc mechanisms to atten the predicted luminosity function to match local obser-vations. More fundamentally, we need to ask what is meant by frequently used qualitativeterms like `normal' galaxies. By this, do we mean a type of galaxy which is common (likefaint main sequence stars), or one which merely happens to be optically prominent (likered giants)?
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FIGURE CAPTIONSFIG. 1 The V � I color vs. B luminosity for a sample of faint15 (open circles) and low surfacebrightness11 (�lled squares) galaxies. The faint galaxy sample shows the expectednumber of red galaxies, but an excess in the number of galaxies with blue colours(V � I � 1). The faint galaxy data have been shifted to the rest frame followingref. 15 and assuming H0 = 100 kms�1Mpc�1. The excess faint blue galaxies occupythe same region of this diagram as do low surface brightness galaxies.FIG. 2 The fraction of the total ux (Ftot) observed (Fobs) within isophotal apertures as afunction of redshift for galaxies with exponential pro�les. The speci�c case of theselection characteristics of the deep survey of ref. 4 is shown in the upper right; thatfor a large area local survey28;29 which is commonly taken to de�ne the luminosityfunction30 occupies the left part of the diagram. Dash-dotted lines of constant restframe central surface brightness (in half magnitude steps labeled by �B0 ) decline be-cause of cosmological (1 + z)4 dimming. Solid lines delimit the distance to whichgalaxies of di�erent sizes can be seen for the ux limits of the two surveys, includingthe e�ect of ux lost outside the aperture (Fobs=Ftot < 1). The solid lines are labeledby the size characteristic l, the exponential scale length.The two surveys have very di�erent selection characteristics. The deep survey detectsnearly all of the ux of low surface brightness galaxies even at large redshifts, whilethe local survey detects only a fraction of their total ux. This causes low surfacebrightness galaxies to be missed locally; observing a population comparable to thatdetected by deep surveys would require a local survey with an isophotal limit moresensitive by � 2:5 magnitudes.FIG. 3 The luminosity function derived from two forms of the bivariate galaxy distribution.a: a bivariate distribution in which luminosity and surface brightness are tightlycorrelated. b: no correlation between luminosity and surface brightness (see insets).These opposite forms of the bivariate distribution (the true form of which is not wellknown) illustrate the hazards posed by isophotal measures and surface brightnessselection e�ects.In (a), surface brightness falls o� linearly with luminosity below L� (solid line ininset). This is not a realistic bivariate distribution, but neither is one in which thesurface brightness distribution is a delta function (the dashed-triple dotted line in theinset, implicit in most determinations of the luminosity function which assume thatFobs=Ftot is a constant). For an intrinsic luminosity function with a slope � = �1:58



(the heavy solid line in the main �gure), the dashed line will be observed by the deepsurvey of ref. 4 while the thin solid line will be observed by the local survey of ref. 30.These have been shifted in normalisation to agree with the observations at the brightend: the dotted line is the luminosity function actually derived in ref. 30 for disktype galaxies. The thin solid line provides as good a description of the observationsas the dotted line, despite representing a very di�erent intrinsic distribution. Thisoccurs because the luminosities of low surface brightness galaxies are systematicallyunderestimated, leading to an underestimate of the slope j�j and a translation in L�and ��. The e�ect is more severe in the case of the local survey, causing an apparentexcess in the numbers of galaxies observed by the deep survey (the di�erence betweenthe dashed and thin solid line) even though both are drawn from the same intrinsicdistribution.In (b), galaxies �ll the luminosity{surface brightness plane below a maximum7 surfacebrightness without correlation (inset). This is a realistic bivariate distribution32�34,though not well quanti�ed in the �eld. In this case, the observed �� depends on themaximum surface brightness of the distribution and the limiting isophote of a survey.More sensitive surveys will probe further into the surface brightness distribution, againcausing an apparent excess in the numbers of galaxies observed in deep relative to localsurveys. There is no guarantee that there is a lower limit to the surface brightnessdistribution, hence the arrow on the intrinsic distribution. Detecting progressivelyfainter, higher redshift galaxies necessarily requires achieving progressively greaterisophotal sensitivity, so a bivariate distribution of this sort predicts that the apparent�� should increase with z, as observed21.
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